


Easily Transportable Custom Fabric Printing

Employing light weight aluminium, 
falce partitions can be easily lifted, 
transported and relocated for quick 
layout changes.

Fabric printing is available optionally, 
allowing you to customise partition 
imagery to suit your needs.

*Printing is only available for white fabric.

Washable Cover

By undoing the zip fastener at the base 
of the screen, the fabric cover can be 
removed from the aluminium frame. 
The covers are washable, so it is 
always possible to restore them to a 
pristine state.

The falce system consists of four round 
partition types, two flat partition types, 
and four height options for each 
respective shape, thus giving it the 
flexibility to cater to various spaces.

*Note that partitions of differing height can not be 
connected together.

Five colour options are available for 
coordinating with your space: white, 
grey, orange, red and black. Colours 
can be easily changed by replacing the 
fabric covers.

The falce system offers you a new concept in office space division. Without compromising functionality or versatility, falce actualises the 
idea of mental affect taking priority over strict spacial efficiency. Fabric covers are stretched over curved light-weight aluminium frames, 
thus providing quick access to a graceful and comforting environment. falce is the ideal choice for those seeking a softer approach to 
corporate interior design.

Projection Screen

falce’s white fabrics can be used as 
basic projection screens, making them 
ideal for simple home theatre 
applications or event space video 
displays.

Features

A New Office Space Concept

Fabric Colours Size Variations



Usage Examples



* Product specifications may change without notice.
* Actual colours may not exactly match colours printed in this brochure.

Example 1

Round and flat partitions can be combined to produce various useful configurations.

Many other configurations are possible using the falce system’s range of partition shapes, sizes and connector components.
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Small meeting booth created 
using connected R700 and 
R1700 partitions. 

Example 3

Two 4-person meeting 
booths created using eight 
connected R1700 partitions.

Example 5

Three meeting booths 
created using a three-way 
connector.

Example 2

Lounge space created using 
connected R1700 and flat 
partitions.

Example 4

Single 4-person meeting 
booth created using four 
connected R1700 partitions.

Example 6

Four meeting booths created 
using a four-way connector.

Configuration Examples


